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Abstract 
 
Background and aim:      Hyperlipidaemia is a major health concern, and general practitioners 
have a pivotal role in its management. This pilot study aimed to deliver an efficacious, truly 
multidisciplinary, hyperlipidaemia management package involving optimal genreal practice 
medical care together with dietician and nurse educator input. 
 
Methods:      Subjects identified as having elevated cholesterol levels in a previous study together 
with their general practitioners (GPs) were recruited. The subjects received an intervention 
comprising dietician assessment and advice; and nurse-delivered exercise education. Their GPs 
participated in a workshop on hyperlipidaemia management and cardiovascular risk stratification. 
The acceptability of the intervention was assessed. Other outcome measures were serum 
cholesterol, other cardiovascular risk factors and dietary parameters, as well as GP knowledge 
and practice. 
 
Result:      The intervention was acceptable to subjects. There were significant reductions in 
serum cholesterol levels and cigarette consumption. There was a non-significant trend for subjects 
to be doing more moderate-level or vigorous exercise. There were no changes in blood pressure, 
BMI or waist-to-hip ratio. There were favorable changes, though mainly non-significant, in dietary 
intake.  
 
Conclusions:      The results of this pilot study were encouraging and the intervention is suitable 
for further study.  
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Introduction 
 
Hyperlipidaemia is established as a major health concern due to strong causal relationships with ischaemic 
heart disease1 ischaemic stroke2 overall mortality1 and due to its high prevalence.3 There is also strong 
evidence of the efficacy of cholesterol-lowering in reducing morbidity and mortality4,5 related to 
hyperlipidaemia. 
 
Both pharmacological and non-pharmacological approaches have been evaluated in hyperlipidaemia 
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management. Pharmacotherapy has been shown to reduce total cholesterol levels and to reduce 
cardiovascular mortality and morbidity, in both patients with6 and without a history of ischaemic heart 
disease,7 and to reduce stroke morbidity and mortality.8 There are currently consensus guidelines for the use 
of lipid-lowering drugs, but there are also suggestions that a large number of patients who would benefit from 
lipid-lowering therapy do not receive it9 or do not achieve recommended targets.10 Studies suggest that 
general practitioner (GP) knowledge and the implementation of cardiovascular risk stratification11 and 
hyperlipidaemia management guidelines12 may be poor. In addition, identifiable barriers to guideline 
implementation result in wide variations in patterns of statin prescribing.13 
 
Diet is generally regarded to be the cornerstone of hyperlipidaemia management and has been shown to 
produce reductions in cholesterol levels (though by modest amounts and limited by compliance)14 and in 
cardiovascular and overall mortality.15 Furthermore, exercise has been shown to reduce cholesterol levels 
and to delay the progression of atherosclerotic coronary heart disease.16 
 
It may be thought that a multidisciplinary approach that addresses these three issues of medication, diet and 
exercise would be optimal, and that general practice would be the ideal environment for delivery of such a 
multidisciplinary approach. 
 
In general practice, nurse-led cardiovascular individual,17 family18 and group19 lifestyle interventions; nurse-
delivered brief health behavior20 and exercise21 interventions, and pharmacist-initiated interventions,22 have 
produced variable results in lifestyle change. Their applicability to reductions in cholesterol levels and 
coronary risk scores and implications for change in general practice have been debated.23–30 Dietician 
telephone “coaching” has resulted in lowering of lipid levels.31 
 
The introduction of care-planning items into the Australian Medicare benefits schedule (whereby GPs could 
be remunerated for coordinating the care of patients by multiple health professionals) presented an 
opportunity to deliver a more efficacious, truly multidisciplinary, hyperlipidaemia management involving 
optimal GP medical care together with dietician and nurse educator input. This article presents the results 
from an optimal general practice-based multidisciplinary intervention incorporating diet and exercise 
components within a GP care-planning framework. The study hypothesis was that such an intervention would 
produce favorable changes in serum cholesterol levels and in other cardiovascular risk factors. A major 
objective of the study was to assess the feasibility of delivery and acceptability to patients of the intervention.  
 
 
Method 
 
The intervention was planned as a pilot study for a subsequent randomised controlled trial. 
Subjects identified as having elevated serum cholesterol levels (> 5.5 mmol/L or > 212 mg/dL) in the Broken 
Hill Proprietry (BHP) Health and Unemployment Study of blue-collar workers retrenched in the Newcastle 
BHP steelworks closure of 199932 were invited to participate. A serum cholesterol level > 5.5 mmol/L was 
chosen as 5.5 mmol/L was the upper limit of serum cholesterol recommended by the National Heart 
Foundation of Australia33 for cardiovascular health in the general population. Following agreement to 
participate, participants’ GPs were also invited to be part of the study. Both patient and GP were required to 
consent to participation for entry into the study. 
 
All subjects received the intervention. There was no control group. 
Subjects visited their GPs who assessed their suitability for the project and any contraindications to the 
exercise component of the study and completed a brief questionnaire on the subject’s medical history and 
medications. If the GP felt the patient met the criteria for a co-ordinated care plan it was completed at this 
stage, listing the study dietician and nurse as other care givers. 
 
Subjects were visited by a study nurse (at a place convenient to the subject – in most cases the subject’s 
home) who performed baseline measures of height, waist-to-hip ratio, blood pressure and cholesterol (using 
Accutrend GC). The subjects’ dietary intake was assessed using a food-frequency questionnaire (Dietary 
Questionnaire for Epidemiological Studies, Version 2. Melbourne: The Cancer Council Victoria, 1996). 
Subjects self-completed a baseline questionnaire consisting of questions relating to demographics, smoking, 
alcohol use, medications, exercise, family history, diagnoses and treatment of hyperlipidaemia, and history of 



hypertension, diabetes, peripheral vascular disease and heart disease. Four months following the intervention 
the subjects’ baseline measures and dietary questionnaire were repeated. 
 
The intervention comprised three components: 
1 An individual education session on healthy physical activity/exercise delivered by a nurse. The study 
recommendations were based on the physical activity guidelines of Australia’s National Heart Foundation 
(NHF) and were supported by pamphlets produced by the NHF. The 30-minute physical activity session 
included the benefits of exercise (in particular the benefits for people with elevated cholesterol) and the level 
and duration of exercise necessary to achieve health benefits, individualized according to the subject’s 
interests and physical capabilities. 
2 An individualized dietary consultation conducted by a dietitian. The half-hour dietary sessions were 
designed to promote healthy eating advice with particular emphasis on modifications to current dietary 
practices as determined by each participant’s eating habits and information from the dietary questionnaires. 
All participants were given printed resources (NHF patient education leaflets) regarding healthy eating 
practices with emphasis on reducing fat consumption (particularly saturated fat), and increasing dietary fiber 
and decreasing consumption of refined carbohydrates. The leaflets also covered issues of healthy weight 
maintainance, decreased salt intake, moderation of alcohol intake, and smoking cessation. 
3 A 2-hour workshop for participating GPs on cardiovascular risk assessment and implementation of 
hyperlipidaemia consensus guidelines in general practice. 
General practitioners’ knowledge and practice of hyperlipidaemia management were surveyed using a self-
administered questionnaire before and 3 months after the workshop. Patient acceptability of the intervention 
was determined by self-completed questionnaire after completion of the study. 
 
Outcome measures were: 
1 Changes in subject serum cholesterol levels, blood pressure, body mass index, waist-to-hip ratio, exercise 
levels, and dietary parameters. 
2 Changes in levels of hypolipidaemic medication prescription. 
3 Changes in GP knowledge and practice regarding hyperlipidaemia management. 
4 Acceptability of the multidisciplinary management package to subjects – including subject opinions of the 
usefulness, relevance, and behavioral impact of the intervention. 
Statistical analysis was performed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). Analysis of 
continuous data was undertaken using paired t-tests or Wilcoxon signed rank test. Categorical data were 
analysed with McNemar’s test or binomial distribution. 
Ethics approval for the study was obtained from the University of Newcastle Human Research Ethics 
Committee.  
 
 
Results 
 
Sixty-two subjects from the BHP Health and Unemployment Study were identified as having had serum 
cholesterol levels > 5.5 mmol/L. Fifty-seven potential participants were able to be contacted and invited to 
participate in the study. Thirty-four subjects agreed to participate but only those subjects whose 
corresponding GP agreed to participate were entered into the study. Of the 21 subjects who were entered into 
the study, 20 completed all elements of the intervention and post-intervention assessments. 
 
Demographics 
 
Demographic characteristics of the sample are summarized in Table 1. 
 
Acceptability  
 
There was a low drop-out rate. Twenty of the 21 subjects completed all elements of the program. The 
usefulness and relevance of the intervention were highly rated by subjects and the behavioral impact was 
positively rated (see Tables 2 and 3). All subjects agreed that the intervention was beneficial. Forty percent of 
subjects agreed that the program had positively affected their GPs’ management of the subject’s cholesterol. 
Five percent disagreed with the statement that the intervention had positively affected their GP’s care of them. 
Fifty-five percent of the subjects reported a neutral response to this statement. 
 



Changes in cardiovascular parameters and lifestyle, dietary and exercise behaviors 
 
Cardiovascular-risk factors, lifestyle, dietary and exercise changes results are summarized in Tables 4–8. 
There were statistically significant reductions in serum cholesterol levels (0.5 mmol/L, 95% CI 0.14–0.86), 
number of cigarettes smoked per day, and the number of subjects drinking on five or more days per week. 
Following the intervention significantly more subjects reported considering health effects when making dietary 
choices. There were no changes in rates of hypolipidaemic prescription. 
 
There was a non-significant trend for subjects to be undertaking more moderate-level or vigorous exercise. 
There were no changes in blood pressure, BMI or waist-to-hip ratio. 
Carbohydrate intake significantly increased. There was a statistically significant reduction in polyunsaturated 
fat intake and non-significant trends to less total fat, saturated fat and cholesterol and to increased fiber. 
 
GPs’ knowledge and practice of hyperlipidaemia management 
 
There were no changes in hypolipidaemic medication prescription. At a 3 months post-education session 
there were significant changes in GPs’ consideration of three of 19 clinically relevant factors in 
hyperlipidaemia risk stratification (see Table 9).  
 
Discussion 
 
This pilot study demonstrated the feasibility of delivery and the acceptability to patients of a multidisciplinary 
management package for hyperlipidaemia. 
The simple before-and-after design of this pilot project, with no control group, along with the use of total 
cholesterol rather than a complete lipid profile as an outcome measure, renders any conclusions based on 
these results limited, but the results are never-the-less worthy of comment. 
Although the intervention was of limited numbers and power, a significant reduction in serum total cholesterol 
levels was achieved. This is also noteworthy in view of the recruitment methodology which resulted in some of 
the subjects having already been identified as being hyperlipidaemic by their GPs prior to the start of the 
study (and having had management – including pharmacotherapy in one case – already commenced). The 
mean reduction in cholesterol levels was clinically as well as statistically significant. The mean decrease in 
total cholesterol levels was 0.5 mmol/L. A reduction of serum cholesterol of 0.6 mmol/L sustained for 5 years 
has been estimated to result in a reduction of incidence of ischaemic heart disease of 50% at age 40, falling 
to 20% at age 70.4 A reduction of total cholesterol of 9% as achieved in this study would be expected to 
reduce coronary heart disease mortality by 13%.5 
 
The lack of change in hypolipidaemic prescription in the study suggests that positive effects on cholesterol 
were likely due to the targeted diet and exercise components of the therapeutic package. In this context it 
should be noted that in a previous randomised controlled trial34 clinician-delivered advice regarding diet, 
exercise and smoking had failed to lower lipid levels (although pharmacotherapy did), and in a further trial35 
patients who received a dietician-delivered intervention achieved greater cholesterol lowering than did 
patients who received dietary advice only from their physician. In a further study, a follow-up visit to a GP by 
subjects found to be hyperlipidaemic at workplace screening was found not to significantly decrease 
cholesterol levels or improve lifestyle risk behaviors.36 A conclusion from these results and considerations 
would be that the multidisciplinary diet and exercise program employed in this study appears to be an 
appropriate means of implementing a cholesterol-lowering strategy in general practice. 
 
While report bias was possible in this uncontrolled study, the non-significant trend to more moderate-intensity 
and vigorous exercise is of interest – particularly as in the nurse-delivered exercise intervention it was 
stressed that exercise was a life-time commitment, and so had to be enjoyable for the subject (to promote 
long-term compliance). The nurse discussed and negotiated an exercise regimen that was practicable and 
acceptable to the patient. It might have been expected that an increase in lower-intensity and moderate-
intensity exercise was a more likely outcome than an increase in vigorous exercise. 
 
The reductions in the number of cigarettes smoked per day and in the number of subjects drinking on five or 
more days per week were also of interest as these were not specific targets of the intervention (though they 
were mentioned in the supporting literature provided to patients). The authors would propose that these 
changes may have been related to the subjects’ having become, post-intervention, more health-oriented or 



health-focused. 
 
The nutritional intervention promoting healthy eating practices with particular emphasis on reducing intake of 
dietary fat, particularly saturated fat, and increasing consumption of fiber resulted in favorable trends in dietary 
changes. There was a trend for participants to increase their intake of dietary fiber and for the total fat 
consumption to be reduced, as was the intake of saturated fat. Though not all of the dietary changes were 
statistically significant, taken together with the participant evaluations of dietary impact of the intervention, it 
seems that nutritional counselling by a dietitian may have enabled the participants to modify their dietary 
practices to be more in line with healthy eating recommendations. 
 
There was relatively little change in GPs’ knowledge and practice post-intervention. To a large degree this 
could be seen to be attributable not just to the limited power of this pilot study to detect changes but also to 
the baseline knowledge, and adherence to current lipid-management guidelines, of this group of GPs already 
being good. The significant increases in GPs’ consideration of microalbuminuria, renal disease and impaired 
glucose tolerance in vascular risk stratification was encouraging. 
 
The generalisability of this result, in blue-collar male subjects, to the wider hyperlipidaemic population could 
be questioned. However, there is little in the protocol that is likely to be less acceptable to a wider patient 
population. Given that men are at higher cardiovascular risk than women37 and that lower socio-economic 
class is associated with higher cardiovascular risk (and may even be an independent risk factor for 
cardiovascular disease)38,39 it might be thought that acceptability of the intervention to this group is 
particularly relevant to interventions targeted at a wide range of sociodemographic groups. 
 
Criticism has been directed at the cost-effectiveness of general practice-based cardiovascular risk factor 
interventions.25,26,30,40 Largely for this reason there is a strong argument for concentrating efforts at lipid-
lowering to secondary prevention and to primary prevention in patients at high cardiovascular risk (with 
consideration of lipid levels as only one factor in overall risk stratification).41–44 Since this study was carried 
out, there have been changes in the requirements for care plan-based remuneration in Australia, and it is 
quite likely that criteria for funding of this type of intervention may be reviewed and may change in the future. 
Similarly, organizational and remuneration structures in other countries may vary widely. The delivery of the 
intervention trialled in this study would need to be adapted to local and current health organization structures. 
For example, in Australia at present, this intervention could be provided to patients with diabetes or existing 
cardiovascular disease within current care planning arrangements (and would thus be consistent with the 
argument for directing lipid-lowering strategies at high-risk groups).  
 
 
Conclusion 
 
The multidisciplinary team approach to hyperlipidaemia management employed in this pilot study has been 
found to be practicable, acceptable and likely to result in improved patient outcomes. The authors are 
currently planning a randomised controlled trial in a population of higher cardiovascular-risk hyperlipidaemic 
patients in general practice, with longer follow-up, to further evaluate the efficacy (and sustainability of the 
effects) of this intervention.  
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Summary of implications for GPs 
 
Hyperlipidaemia is a major health problem in the community. The great majority of hyperlipidaemia is 
managed in general practice. Diet, exercise and hypolipidaemic medications have all been shown individually 
to reduce cholesterol. A combined approach incorporating all three elements would seem optimal. General 
practice is the natural setting for the delivery of such a combined intervention. This study suggests a 
multidisciplinary general practice-centred intervention is practicable and worthy of further evaluation.  
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